Doug Pensinger
Photography
Fund (DPPF)
Funding
the Future

Doug Pensinger (1964-2016) was a US based
photographer for Getty Images when he sadly
passed away unexpectedly at age 51 due to cardiac
arrest. He started his professional photography
career at age 15 as a freelance newspaper
photographer in his native Pennsylvania in 1980.
As a photographer, Doug most enjoyed shooting
cycling and winter sports, he shot 8 Tours de
France and 10 Olympic Games during his career.
After his passing, his wife and family decided
to honour Doug’s passion for photography and
especially sports photography by creating the
Doug Pensinger Photography Fund (DPPF) to
provide grants, mentorships and support to young

sports photographers from around the world.
We sat down with Doug’s wife Bettyann Heppler
to discuss Doug’s love of photography and why
the DPPF was created. Bettyann outlined why
they established the fund, “It’s two-fold, sharing
expertise and creating community. Right after
Doug died, so many of his colleagues approached
me and said, ‘I learnt so much from Doug’,
emphasizing that Doug was so willing to teach
and share his knowledge. I observed this at home
as he would always take colleagues’ calls - even
if we were about to sit down for dinner. Many
younger photographers said that he was a mentor
to them and even experienced photographers
said their careers benefited from his advice. The
other focus of our organisation is to bring people
together and foster community among sports
photographers at all levels of their careers. Doug
was ultimately a storyteller; he was social and
loved sharing, laughing, talking and drinking with
his friends and fellow sports photographers.”

The fund itself started from a desire of Doug’s
friends and colleagues to do something to honour
his memory, but soon Bettyann got a call that
would change the direction of the endeavour for
the foreseeable future. She explained, “People
started asking us where they could donate
money, so I thought we had to do something to
honour Doug’s legacy of sharing his hard-earned
knowledge, and we should specifically find a way
to support up-and-coming photographers. We
initially received about $13,000USD and thought
it would be a one-time offer of a few grants.
Then we got a $1Mo donation, totally unexpected
and unsolicited, from Jeff Gross and the Gross
Family (now called The Gross Family Foundation
www.grossfamilyfoundation.com). Jeff worked
with Doug at Getty for about 15 years. He
called me on Christmas Eve 2016 and said, ‘our
family foundation just approved a million-dollar
donation to your fund’. I was in the house and I
just sat down on the stairs and started crying. I

was completely overwhelmed. As a result of that
donation, we decided we needed our own ongoing non-profit organisation, since we could do
so much more than we had expected. It was such
a lovely and generous gift. So, we went through
the legal process of setting up our own nonprofit, the Doug Pensinger Photography Fund.”
So out of nothing, with an original plan of a single
cycle of support Bettyann was now looking after
a much larger non-profit organisation that would
provide support to young photographers for years
to come, providing multiple generations with
valuable support as they establish themselves.
Bettyann admits that at the start, “We didn’t
know what programming we would offer to meet
our goals; we had a new but well-funded nonprofit, which is unusual as most new organisations
struggle with funding. And then we had our first
Board of Directors meeting and over the course
of a weekend, Ezra Shaw, Simon Bruty, Devan
Pensinger (Doug’s daughter), Kim Witman (Doug’s
sister) and me, sequestered ourselves in a hotel
conference room. We came up with our mission
statement first and from there our programming
ideas including offering grants and mentorships
to emerging photographers. Early-career sport
photographers could apply for grants, and we
would provide support for their careers, by
giving them money - and even more importantly
to honour Doug, by offering them continued
support from a community of experienced
industry professionals in the form of mentorships.
“We have changed the structure a little in 2021
based on what we learned from our first year. In
2020 we gave 10 grants: 7 applicants received
$1,000, and the top 3 portfolios received
$5,000 plus a year of paired mentorship. In
2021, we awarded 8 equal grants of $5,000.
All applicants had the option of writing an
essay to apply for the year-long mentorship.”

“We now have 2 years of recipients of DPPF
grants, and many of them have shared with us
what they have done with the grant funds. Many
have bought or upgraded their equipment,
and they have all been very appreciative
of the positive impact on their shooting.”
Bettyann went on to add, “What I observed
from 27 years alongside Doug is that [sports
photography] is often a solo endeavour and
unique in its demands. So, when photographers
are together, especially off the court or playing
fields, they soak up support from one another.
Therefore, the other part of our programming
is having an annual Gathering where our grant
recipients and our advisory board can come

together to network, share industry knowledge,
and to have some fun! Unfortunately, due to
COVID, we planned and then cancelled our inperson Gathering the past two years. We imagine
an informal weekend of emerging photographers
and seasoned professionals sharing knowledge
and skills, reviewing portfolios and providing
time to enjoy networking and being in downtown
Golden, Colorado. Creating a community that
supports our grant recipients is written into our
mission statement, so we are again planning
an in-person Gathering for fall 2022.” Like so
many things COVID has affected the DPPF, but
Bettyann went to lengths to assure me that none
of the grantees will miss out, “As we have not
been able to hold our gathering for the last 2

Within the photographic world there are many
organisations offering grants and access to
mentoring, but they usually come with a price
tag. and Bettyann stressed this was not an option
for the DPPF, “We don’t want our organisation
to be limited to those who can afford a hefty
fee or tuition. We are intentional about wanting
to promote diversity amongst our applicants
and grantees, but instead of setting quotas, we
are trying to remove barriers to participating.
Therefore, there is no application fee, and we
will pay all expenses for the weekend Gathering
including travel, lodging and food [limited only
to domestic airfare within the US]. We are also
being thoughtful about where we promote
our Fund to try and reach a diverse audience.”
While the majority of the grantee’s so far have
come from within the US, the applicants have
been international in scope. During the 2021
grant application process over 40% of the
applicants came from outside of the US, with
applications received from 38 countries. Bettyann
added “We have been pleasantly surprised
by the number of international applications
received. One of the grant recipients this year
is Anna Szilágyi from Hungary. Last year we had
Chloe Knott, [from Danehouse photography
as featured in Issue 1], and Yong Teck Lim from
Singapore. Chloe also received one of our
mentorships and was paired primarily with Al
Bello [Getty Images Special Correspondent].”
When asked why he got involved, Al responded,
“Doug Pensinger was a legend in our industry. He
led the way for us on so many fronts. He spoke
his mind and didn’t back down when he believed
in something. He was a great photographer.
I have a tremendous amount of respect and
admiration for Doug. I want to carry his name
on for generations to come. This program is so

important to our photo community because it
gives the up and coming sports photographers
out there a chance to work with some of the best
sports photographers in the industry one-on-one
and not just a one-time meeting. You get to work
on a project with your mentor for the whole year.
You get a nice monetary prize to invest in your
gear or craft. It is a way for us to give back to
our community and try to give someone a break
when they need it.” Nothing else really needs to
be said, except 2POINT8 Magazine will continue
to support DPPF as long as Bettyann allows us to.
Planning for the 2022 DPPF grants is well underway and if you would like to be considered
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for this amazing opportunity, the application
process runs from March 15th to 1st May 2022.
More information can be found at dougpensingerphotographyfund.org, and we hope
to
feature more of the grantees in future issues.
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